Just when we thought the news about the Coronavirus
couldn’t get any worse, we learn -horror upon horrorsthat there are luxury “ghost” yachts floating jet set-less
in the south of France. Mon Dieu! According the
Economist article found <here>, hard times have come
to even the well-heeled, though in their case it’s
because they haven’t been allowed to travel and step
foot aboard their floating palaces (some of these
yachts are as long as a football field -end zones
included). Tourism is one of the sectors expected to
underperform for years to come, as vacation plans are
either cancelled or drastically reduced due to CV-19.
Even where tourists return, it is important to consider
which tourist return. The article explains that “local tourism, however welcome, cannot replace the foreign
variety. A French vacationer on the Riviera spends an average of 58 Euro a day, while Russians, Americans
and Middle Easterners spend nearly three times as much”. Surprising, and interesting if similar
comparisons could be made for Canadians for whom stay-cations are the only option this summer. It
mentions that the Germans are big spenders too, which surprises me greatly based on my first-hand
knowledge of German friends whom I’ve always known to be unwaveringly sensible and pragmatic when
it comes to cost.
So what’s the take-away here? Is it the schadenfreude from knowing that gazillionaires also won’t be
hitting St. Tropez anytime soon? Or is it a reminder that the impact from a global pandemics can affect
anyone, regardless of socio-economic status. This point is re-enforced by an article from Deutsche Welle
on the Dodge Brothers (as in the car/truck company), where despite embodying the American Dream in
their rages-to-riches story, were killed by the last great microbial event of a 100 years ago known as the
Spanish Flu. An engaging read <here> to be sure, and I encourage you to do so.
Still, Dodge -the automobile manufacturer, survived the death of its founders and similarly there will be
many corporate survivors of today’s pandemic as well. Our institutional partners at Dimensional,
Edgepoint and Mackenzie Financial have the depth of expertise to identify those survivors and to include
them in their investment funds. We have chosen to partner with them because they offer long term return
potential that has rewarded patient investors over time. So even if you’re not taking your Lear Jet to the
French Riviera this summer and stepping foot onto the deck of your own super-yacht, investing in their
funds can be part of the holidays you take with family and friends in the future. Now if only we can get the
borders opened safely and as a soon as possible!
Hope you had a great weekend and thanks for reading!

Be safe, be well!
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